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Greenwich is one of London’s most attractive corners, its streets laid out in the 1820s with Nash-style terraces. 
Escape from the busy roads and head for the old covered market, now at the centre of the weekend Royal Greenwich 
Market, a lively hub of antiques, crafts and fashion stalls. Sat atop Royal Greenwich Park’s highest hill is the Royal 
Observatory, home of the Prime Meridian and Greenwich Mean Time (GMT), by which the world sets its clocks. The 
National Maritime Museum’s superb themed galleries are a great attraction, while the Old Royal Naval College enjoys a 
marvellous riverbank location.

Greenwich

Under an impressive glass 
roof this modern museum 
takes a new view of Britain’s 
proud association with the 
sea and seafarers. Taking 
visitors from the times of 
Viking explorers to visions 
of the future, it uses art, 
sound, models and modern 
technology to provide a world 
view of maritime history.

Founded as a scientific 
institution for navigational 
research by Charles II in 
1675, the Royal Observatory 
is the home of the world’s 
Prime Meridian – Longitude 
0° – and of Greenwich Mean 
Time. Stand on the line 
with one foot in the eastern 
hemisphere and one in the 
west. The Royal Observatory 
is set within a beautiful Royal 
Park which has open spaces, 
formal gardens, picnic areas 
and a boating lake.National Maritime 

Museum
Royal Observatory

Visit Royal Greenwich Market 
for a unique shopping 
experience. This vibrant 
market, described by many 
as ‘the most happening 
place in London’, offers 
antiques and collectables 
on a Thursday, and arts and 
crafts on Thursday, Friday, 
Saturday and Sunday. A wide 
selection of shops, bars, 
restaurants and cafés is 
open daily. Weekdays have 
a more relaxed atmosphere 
and at weekends the pace is 
bustling, with crowds, music 
and plenty of activity.

On the site of the Tudor 
palace where Henry VIII and 
Elizabeth I were born, the Old 
Royal Naval College buildings 
form the centrepiece of 
one of the country’s finest 
examples of Baroque 
landscape. The magnificent 
Painted Hall, the chapel with 
its elaborate plasterwork 
and the Discover Greenwich 
Visitor Centre are open to the 
public daily.
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The perfectly proportioned Palladian house known as The Queen’s 
House, designed in 1616 by Inigo Jones, contains part of the National 
Maritime Museum’s extensive collection of naval portraits and 
seascapes, as well as paintings of Greenwich. These include Canaletto’s 
View, a scene virtually unchanged since the mid-18th century.

The Cutty Sark is the last surviving tea clipper, the fastest and greatest 
of her time. Venture aboard and below one of the world’s most famous 

ships. For some of the best views of East London and the Olympic Park 
take the Emirates Air Line, a ten-minute gondola lift link across the 
River Thames.

You’ll be spoilt for choice when it comes to eating and drinking in 
Greenwich. Restaurants, pubs, bars and coffee shops are found around 
every street corner. You can dine in style, take a picnic to the park or 
have a quick lunch at one of the great-value noodle bars.

What else can I see and do?
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The coach will leave Greenwich today at 

Please ensure you are on the coach 10 minutes before the departure time.


